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INTRODUCTION
Long jump is a sports discipline in which an athlete 

tries to leap as far as possible from a take off point. 
A long jump discipline was mentioned in the time of 
Homer and his “Iliad“ and “Odyssey“ as a part of cult 
competitions, which means that this discipline dates 
back to the seventh century BC.

Short and intensive muscular exertion of fast, strong 
and explosive character is a characteristic of jumps. 
Explosive strength of stretching leg muscles is improved 
by jumps, as well as running speed, movability of 
joints, agility, determination, boldness. Jumps help stre-
ngthening leg muscles and ligaments, pelvis, etc., as 
parts of the system.  

This athletic discipline was included in the pro-
gramme of the first modern Olympic Games in Athens in 
1896 for men, whereas long jump has been an Olympic 
discipline for women only since 1948.  Between 1900 
and 1912 the long jump without a take off, that is  from 
the standing start, was an Olympic discipline.

Long jump is usually performed in stadiums as a 
part of athletic competitions (gran prix) , where typical 
(football) stadiums have athletic tracks of 400m around 
grass fields, shot-put throwing area and long jump and 
triple jump venues. Long jump venue consists of runway 
of ~ 50 m, a take off board and a sand-filled pit  ~ 10 m 
long.

Long jump is performed with a running start which 
is 24 - 40 m long.  Running start is acceleration which 
maximum speed should be achieved for in the last few 

metres before a take off. The foot of a take off leg is 
placed flat on a take off point, and take off  is performed 
forward and upward by quick stretch of a take off leg by 
simultenous swinging forward-upward  of a bent non- 
take off leg. 

Long jump phases
Four phases of a long jump are the following:
1. Approach run: starts with  leaned, relaxed body 

position and gradual acceleration along the track cov-
ered by synthetic material to the take off point. Specific 
running with strong take off directed forward and lift-
ing knees high are characteristic for long jump. Control 
of accuracy of coming to the take off point is very sig-
nificant in order not to make mistake if the foul line is 
crossed. If the foul line is crossed, the jump does not 
count, regardless of the result a long jumper who crossed 
the line achieved. The basic aim of approach run is 
reaching horizontal speed which at the moment of take 
off has maximum value. 

Elements of approach run:
a)approach run length  
b) approach run speed  
c) approach run rhythm   
d) preparation for take off.
2. Take off:  in the last 3-4 strides, a long jumper 

lowers centre of gravity by shortening the last stride 
(which is 20 - 3Ocm shorter than the one before the last). 
The take off foot is positioned flat on the take off board. 
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Contact with the board is short, the other, that is upper 
part of the free leg swings to horizontal position. Take 
off angle is about 25 degrees.

3. Flight: a flight comes after the take off. The take 
off  leg remains slightly behind, and then bending in a 
knee joint and throwing back of lower leg begin until 
the pelvis is stuck out forward. At the same time, the 
non take off leg starts extending and going down and 
backwards. 

There are different styles in the air, but the most 
often is a combination of techniques of hanging, sailing 
and hitch-kick. After take off, a jumper continues to 
“run“ in the air with hanging, hitching and sailing into 
sitting position at the end of the flight. 

4. Landing: this is a very important phase for long 
jump and triple jump. Long jumpers try to “bring” their 
legs forward as far as possible. At the moment of touch-
ing the sand, some long jumpers throw themselves side-
ways or lean their bodies further forward, the others 
bend their knees while pelvis moves towards heels. The 
way of landing depends on a jumper’s individual choice. 

Correct landing is very important for  length of 
jump. Landing  should be soft, through sitting position 
with feet at shoulder length in front of the body into a 
deep squat. There are two ways of landing: one, when 
during preparation for landing a long jumper leans his/
her torso forward, but lifts his/her legs upwards more 
actively and the other, when he /she lifts the legs up and 

simultaneously leans the body forward. Arms can be in 
front or behind the body at the moment of landing. 

Long jump techniques
Depending on the movement of arms or legs dur-

ing flight, we can talk about three variants of long jump 
techniques: hitch-kick, hang and stride.

Hitch-kick technique
Hitck-kick technique is the most natural and thus the 

simplest way of long jump. Almost all beginners use this 
technique. Some long jump techniques differ only by the 
way of performing flight phase, whereas approach run, 
take off and landing are the same for all techniques, so 
that we can conclude that during hitch-kick technique 
training, attention should be paid only to the flight phase. 

After take off stride out, the take off leg joins the 
free leg forward and this is the way landing is performed 
in deep squat. 

Hang technique
After take off, a long jumper straightens the free leg 

down and backwards, joining it with the take off leg. In 
that way both legs are slightly behind. Arms are lifted 
forwards and up (it is possible to lift them upwards by 
circular movement in front of the body), so that they are 
parallel in vertical position. At that moment pelvis is 
moved forward and a long jumper hangs backwards and 
simultaneously moves his/her lower legs backwards. 
What follows is lifting legs strongly forward as prepara-
tion for landing.

Stride technique
This technique got this name because after landing a 

long jumper moves to a free running phase (striding) in 
the air. It is usually performed in 2.5 or 3.5 strides.

It is performed in 3.5 strides in the following way: 
during the flight, a long jumper stretches and lowers the 
free leg from the position of a stride and at the same 
time the take off leg is moved forward in a bent position 
(the second stride). Let’s suppose that the free leg is the 
left leg. After that the right leg lowers and moves back-
wards. During that time the left leg is bent in the joint 
of a knee and  moved forward (the third stride). Torso is 
slightly leaned backwards.

Long jump:Fight phase

                   Long jump: Hang technique
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Choice of exercises 
Hitch-kick technique training

Since certain techniques of the long jump differ 
only in a way of performing the flight phase, whereas 
approach run, take off and landing are the same for all 
techniques, we can conclude that during hitch-kick tech-
nique training, attention should be paid only to the flight 
phase. Therefore, approach run and take off training is 
performed as it is explained in the previous chapter:

1.  Take off from a standing start with strong swing 
of the free leg, landing on free leg;

2.  Do the same exercise 3-4 running strides and 
landing again on the free leg;

3.  Perform the take off with 3/4 of approach run, 
kick out the free leg and keep the take off leg behind. 
Try to perform the flight phase as long as possible in 
such stride out position, and immediately before land-
ing, move the take off leg to the free leg and land on 
both legs.

Hang technique training
1.  Lifting a leg forward-upward while walking with 

accompanying movement of the opposite arm, and then 
circular movement of this arm  backwards – upwards, 
together with the movement of the other arm backwards 
– upwards. The free leg moves downwards-backwards 
during that time.

 2.  A few stride approach run, take off and swinging 
of arms upwards-backwards, lowering of the free leg, 
performing “the hang“ – and then lowering of arms for-
ward – downward and lifting of legs with landing on 
both legs.

 3. 4-8 running strides take off with the accent on 
correct performance of take off technique and later 
“hang“. Beginners usually tend to perform “hang“ in the 
take off phase. This is the reason why there is not correct 
take off and there is not good lifting in the flight phase. 
The most often manifestation of this is throwing back of 
the head during the take off.

 4. The same as mentioned above,  just with the ac-
cent on correct landing performance. In order to have 
better landing technique, jump from a standing start with 
energetic swings of arms and movement of legs. Later it 
should be done with a take off and landing over a sand 
hill. 

Stride technique training
1.  Under easier circumstances, imitation of move-

ment of legs with 2.5 strides in height, etc.
2.  While walking, do imitation of a jumper’s  legs 

and arms movement during the flight phase.
3. Take off from a short approach run, flight in a 

stride out position, landing on the free leg and continue 
running (acceleration) through the sand – the first stride 
out,

4.  Take off from a short approach run, change posi-
tion of legs in the air by a swinging movement of the 
free leg, land on the take off leg and continue running 

(acceleration) through the sand – the second stride.
 5. Perform the whole “stride“ variant of long jump 

techniques, by leading free leg through characteristic 
position of hurdling seat and landing on both legs into 
deep squat.

6.  Perform “stride“variant of long jump from 6 run-
ning stride take off.

7.  Perform “stride“variant of long jump from com-
petition take off..
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